
When Fraud Threatened the Sudden Growth of 
Online Business at prAna, ChargebackOps Crafted 
a Custom Screening Process to Keep More Good 
Orders While Limiting Their Overall Fraud Exposure

Case Study

Human-driven fraud intelligence.

The Story of prAna

San Diego-based prAna is a rapidly growing maker of active leisurewear for the ecologically conscious. They have been creating 

stylish, functional, active apparel in an environmentally sustainable way since 1992, when their focus was on simple, durable 

gear for yoga and hiking. Originally, they were known for shipping their orders in discarded fruit boxes that had been picked up 

from local grocery stores. 

The prAna brand really took off when they joined the Columbia Sportswear umbrella of companies in 2014. 

Reduce, reuse and recycle are all stitched into their corporate DNA.
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The Challenge

Like many small but growing companies, prAna dealt with 

fraud and chargebacks as best they could over the years 

as the company grew. The customer service department 

had limited fraud prevention experience. Representatives 

evaluated high-risk orders one by one and brought them to 

management for decisioning.

While most orders were automated, prAna’s ecommerce 

SLA meant that they had very little time to make decisions 

on orders that required review. When prAna’s agents 

took too long to approve a transaction, they would often 

lose sales from good customers who expected immediate 

confirmations. Customers had no time to wait and prAna’s 

online competitors were just a click away. 

On the other hand, if prAna approved too many fraudulent 

orders, this would cripple their growth and attract the 

attention of more dedicated bad actors, including organized 

criminal enterprises. The FBI reported that 2020 was a 

record year for both victims of internet crime and financial 

losses exceeding $4.2 billion for US companies alone. 

Without adequate training or experience in handling fraud, 

prAna’s customer service representatives were unaware 

of industry standard security tools and typical indicators 

of fraud. Over the past few years, an entire ecosystem has 

emerged around online scams. Fraud can originate with 

individuals simply gaming the system, but there are also 

criminal organizations that thrive on locating companies that 

can’t afford a dedicated fraud department.

After prAna was acquired by Columbia Sportswear, sales 

increased greatly as the brand developed a much wider 

customer base. As their fraud prevention efforts began to 

formalize, Holly Wheeler was assigned the role of Fraud 

Specialist. “Now I solely focus on 

fraud,” Wheeler said. “I no longer 

have to handle operations 

duties. I do case reviews, 

chargebacks, and I 

support a 14-person 

customer service 

team.”

This was at a time 

when prAna had 

transitioned to using 

the online payment platform Adyen, which left Wheeler with 

very little historical purchase data to use in her decisioning.

Wheeler found that a larger percentage of the orders 

she reviewed came through a host of specialty online 

marketplaces, like Amazon and Ebay. prAna also had a fan 

following that purchased goods on the company’s direct-

to-consumer website. Wheeler needed a better method for 

screening out fraudulent orders from genuine ones. 

Her task took on a new urgency as both order sizes and 

volumes grew, while the budget for fraud prevention 

remained status quo. “One month, it went crazy,” she said. 

“We saw triangular fraud, eBay fraud, gift card fraud. We 

were hit with all these things at once. There was an overflow 

of case reviews, there was no data on fraud or chargebacks, 

and I had very minimal help.”

The Solution

ChargebackOps came into the picture in the winter of 2019, 

just as news reports began mentioning a highly contagious 

and potentially lethal virus on the planet. Within months 

COVID-19 had shut down in-person commerce around 

the globe and the world went online. Leisurewear sales 

skyrocketed as people sought out ways to stay motivated 

during quarantine. 

For Wheeler, ChargebackOps couldn’t have arrived at a 

better time. prAna saw a sudden flood of new, high risk 

transactions and order types, as individuals purchased large 

volumes of inventory to be sold through their personal 

channels like Instagram and eBay. Wheeler said, “We were 

delighted to have more orders but we also wanted fewer 

rejected orders. We just didn’t have the time or the tools to 

screen them successfully.”

ChargebackOps designed a unique order screening process 

2020 was a record year for both victims of 
internet crime and financial losses exceeding 

$4.2 billion for US companies alone.

$4.2 billion
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custom-built around prAna’s current set of capabilities, 

vulnerabilities, and fraud experience. The team’s craftsmen-

like approach dovetailed with Wheeler’s knowledge to take 

the pressure off her. The tools and expertise they brought 

meant that Wheeler was able to process more good orders 

in less time.

 

Next, CharegebackOps helped Wheeler come up with a 

strategy to deploy the new order screening process with 

minimal disruption. They built the screening protocol based 

on the existing people & processes available at prAna, while 

introducing Wheeler to new commonly available tools she 

could use in identifying fraud.

The result was a merging of proprietary fraud prevention 

systems at ChargebackOps with prAna’s existing 

methodology and tools. All of this was done under tight 

budget and within a short turnaround. 

On the back end, ChargebackOps composed a set of metrics 

for daily and monthly fraud reports, detailing financial 

impacts, and expanding the breadth and depth of Wheeler’s 

fraud experience. ChargebackOps was able to quickly 

demonstrate the tangible benefits and cost savings that they 

brought to the table. 

Wheeler commented, “After our orders increased greatly, we 

weren’t able to process them and get them out the door fast 

enough. I was under a lot of pressure to quickly get the fraud 

under control. ChargebackOps has really been a blessing. 

They are the only help I have.”

The Results

Thanks to the partnership she built with ChargebackOps, 

Wheeler was proud to report:

• 57% fewer bad orders due to a reduction 
of false positives

• A 22% increase in customer satisfaction due 
to faster order confirmations 

• Consistently meeting her monthly SLA 
at 99% or higher  

What makes these numbers more impressive is the 

variability in the volume and velocity of incoming orders. 

Today, prAna maintains a low fraud rate, partly attributed 

to the strength of the screening process and partly for their 

rapid issue resolutions.

This has put prAna in is a much more secure financial 

position compared to the competition. Experian’s 2020 

Fraud Report announced that 60% of companies surveyed 

had recorded a sharp increase in fraudulent transactions 

over the past year. 

The entire process has also been a personal triumph for 

Wheeler, who is no longer overwhelmed and stuck working 

difficult orders late into the weekend. She has a full grasp of 

the fraud ecosphere and has gained confidence in her ability 

to prevent fraud wherever possible.  

Wheeler concluded, “ChargebackOps has been awesome for 

me. At a moment’s notice, they are there. Whenever I need a 

certain metric or when I see an increase in fraudulent activity 

that I want to better understand, I just say, ‘Can you look into 

this and find what I’m missing?’ I’m very happy.”

For the road ahead, ChargebackOps is working with 

Wheeler on investigating chargebacks, rebuilding customer 

confidence, and reclaiming revenue lost to previous 

fraudulent activity. While not every company can afford a 

fraud specialist like Holly on staff, the ChargebackOps model 

can help practically any company protect their revenue and 

build stronger relationships with their best customers.

After our orders increased greatly, 
we weren’t able to process them and 
get them out the door fast enough. 
I was under a lot of pressure to 
quickly get the fraud under control. 
ChargebackOps has really been a 
blessing. They are the only help I have.

Holly Wheeler  
Fraud Specialist, prAna
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